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Abstract 14 

Somatosensory stimuli guide and shape behavior, from immediate protective reflexes 15 

to longer-term learning and higher-order processes related to pain and touch. 16 

However, somatosensory inputs are challenging to control in awake mammals due to 17 

the diversity and nature of contact stimuli. Application of cutaneous stimuli is currently 18 

limited to relatively imprecise methods as well as subjective behavioral measures. The 19 

strategy we present here overcomes these difficulties, achieving ‘remote touch’ with 20 

spatiotemporally precise and dynamic optogenetic stimulation by projecting light to a 21 

small defined area of skin. We mapped behavioral responses in freely behaving mice 22 

with specific nociceptor and low-threshold mechanoreceptor inputs. In nociceptors, 23 

sparse recruitment of single action potentials shapes rapid protective pain-related 24 

behaviors, including coordinated head orientation and body repositioning that depend 25 

on the initial body pose. In contrast, activation of low-threshold mechanoreceptors 26 

elicited slow-onset behaviors and more subtle whole-body behaviors. The strategy can 27 

be used to define specific behavioral repertoires, examine the timing and nature of 28 

reflexes, and dissect sensory, motor, cognitive and motivational processes guiding 29 

behavior.  30 
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Introduction 31 

The survival of an organism depends on its ability to detect and respond appropriately 32 

to its environment. Afferent neurons innervating the skin provide sensory information 33 

to guide and refine behavior (Seymour, 2019; Zimmerman et al., 2014). Cutaneous 34 

stimuli are used to study a wide range of neurobiological mechanisms since neurons 35 

densely innervating skin function to provide diverse information as the body interfaces 36 

with its immediate environment. These afferents maintain the integrity of the body by 37 

recruiting rapid sensorimotor responses, optimize movement through feedback loops, 38 

provide teaching signals that drive learning, and update internal models of the 39 

environment through higher-order perceptual and cognitive processes (Barik et al., 40 

2018; Brecht, 2017; Corder et al., 2019; de Haan & Dijkerman, 2020; Haggard et al., 41 

2013; Huang et al., 2019; Petersen, 2019; Seymour, 2019). Damaging stimuli, for 42 

example, evoke rapid motor responses to minimize immediate harm and generate pain 43 

that motivates longer-term behavioral changes. 44 

 45 

    Compared to visual, olfactory and auditory stimuli, somatosensory inputs are 46 

challenging to deliver in awake unrestrained mammals. This is due to the nature of 47 

stimuli that require contact and the diversity of stimulus features encoded by afferents 48 

that innervate skin. Cutaneous afferent neurons are functionally and genetically 49 

heterogeneous, displaying differential tuning, spike thresholds, adaptation rates and 50 

conduction velocities (Abraira & Ginty, 2013; Dubin & Patapoutian, 2010; Gatto et al., 51 

2019; Haring et al., 2018). The arborization of their peripheral terminals can delineate 52 

spatial and temporal dimensions of the stimulus (Pruszynski & Johansson, 2014), 53 

particularly once many inputs are integrated by the central nervous system (Prescott 54 

et al., 2014). Cutaneous stimulation in freely moving mice often requires the 55 

experimenter to manually touch or approach the skin. This results in inaccurate timing, 56 

duration and localization of stimuli. The close proximity of the experimenter can cause 57 

observer-induced changes in animal behavior (Sorge et al., 2014). Stimuli also 58 

activate a mixture of sensory neuron populations. For example, intense stimuli can co-59 

activate fast-conducting low-threshold afferents that encode innocuous stimuli 60 

simultaneously with more slowly-conducting high-threshold afferents (Wang et al., 61 

2018). The latter are nociceptors, that trigger fast protective behaviors and pain. 62 

Consequently, mixed cutaneous inputs recruit cells, circuits and behaviors that are not 63 

specific to the neural mechanism under study. A way to control genetically-defined 64 
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afferent populations is to introduce opsins into these afferents and optogenetically 65 

stimulate them through the skin (Abdo et al., 2019; Arcourt et al., 2017; Barik et al., 66 

2018; Beaudry et al., 2017; Browne et al., 2017; Daou et al., 2013; Iyer et al., 2014). 67 

However, these methods in their current form do not fully exploit the properties of light.  68 

 69 

    The behaviors that are evoked by cutaneous stimuli are also typically measured 70 

with limited and often subjective means. Manual scoring introduces unnecessary 71 

experimenter bias and omits key features of behavior. Behavioral assays have 72 

traditionally focused on a snapshot of the stimulated body part rather than dynamics 73 

of behavior involving the body as a whole (Gatto et al., 2019). Recent advances in 74 

machine vision and markerless pose estimation have enabled the dissection of animal 75 

behavioral sequences (Mathis et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2019; Wiltschko et al., 2015). 76 

However, these have not been adapted to study behavioral outputs relating to specific 77 

cutaneous inputs. 78 

 79 

    Here we developed an approach to project precise optogenetic stimuli onto the skin 80 

of freely-behaving mice (Figure 1A). The strategy elicits time-locked individual action 81 

potentials in genetically-targeted afferents innervating a small stimulation field 82 

targeted to the skin. Stimuli can be delivered remotely as pre-defined microscale 83 

patterns, lines or moving points. The utility of the system was demonstrated by 84 

precisely stimulating nociceptors, or Aß low threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMRs), in 85 

freely-behaving mice to map behavioral outputs at high-speed. We provide an analysis 86 

toolkit that quantifies the millisecond-timescale dynamics of behavioral responses 87 

using machine vision methods. We dissect discrete behavioral components of local 88 

paw responses, head orienting and body repositioning behaviors, and determine how 89 

these specific behavioral components relate to precise somatosensory inputs.  90 

  91 
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Results 92 

Design of the optical approach 93 

The design of the optical strategy had eight criteria: (1) that somatosensory stimuli are 94 

delivered non-invasively without touching or approaching the mice; (2) localization of 95 

stimuli are spatially precise and accurate (<10 m); (3) freely moving mice can be 96 

targeted anywhere within a  relatively large (400 cm2) arena; (4) stimuli can be 97 

controlled with a computer interface from outside the behavior room; (5) stimulation 98 

patterns, lines and points are generated by rapidly scanning the stimuli between pre-99 

defined locations; (6) stimulation size can be controlled down to ≥150 m diameter; 100 

(7) stimuli are temporally precise to control individual action potentials using sub-101 

millisecond time-locked pulses; and (8) behavioral responses are recorded at high-102 

speed at the stimulated site and across the whole body simultaneously. An optical 103 

system was assembled to meet these specific criteria (Figure 1B and C).  104 

 105 

    The stimulation path uses two mirror galvanometers to remotely target the laser 106 

stimulation to any location on a large glass stimulation floor. A series of lenses 107 

expands the beam and then focuses it down to 0.018 mm2 (150 m beam diameter) 108 

at the surface of this floor. This was defocused to provide a range of calibrated 109 

stimulation spot sizes up to 2.307 mm2, with separable increments that were stable 110 

over long periods of time (Figure 1 – figure supplement 1A). The optical power density 111 

could be kept equal between these different stimulation spot sizes. The glass floor was 112 

far (400 mm) from the galvanometers, resulting in a maximum focal length variability 113 

of <1.5% (see Materials and methods). This design yielded a spatial targeting 114 

resolution of 6.2 m while minimizing variability in laser stimulation spot sizes across 115 

the large stimulation plane (coefficient of variation ≤0.1, Figure 1 – figure supplement 116 

1B). The beam ellipticity was 74.3  14.3% (median ± MAD, range of 36–99%) for all 117 

spot sizes. The optical power was uniform across the stimulation plane (Figure 1 – 118 

figure supplement 1C). The galvanometers allow rapid small angle step (300 µs) 119 

responses to scan the laser beam between adjacent positions and shape stimulation 120 

patterns using brief laser pulses (diode laser rise and fall time: 2.5 ns). Custom 121 

software (see Materials and methods) was developed to remotely control the laser 122 

stimulation position, trigger laser pulses, synchronize galvanometer jumps and trigger 123 

the camera acquisition (Figure 1 – figure supplement 2). 124 
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 125 

     The camera acquisition path was used to manually target the location of the laser 126 

stimulation pulse(s); the path was descanned through the galvanometers so that the 127 

alignment between the laser and camera is fixed (Figure 1B). The camera-feed is 128 

displayed in the user interface and enables the operator to use this image to target the 129 

laser to the desired location. High signal-to-noise recordings were obtained using 130 

near-infrared frustrated total internal reflection (NIR-FTIR) in the glass stimulation floor 131 

(Roberson, D. P. et al., manuscript submitted). If a medium (skin, hair, tail etc.) is within 132 

a few hundred microns of the glass it causes reflection of the evanescent wave and 133 

this signal decreases non-linearly with distance from the glass such that very minor 134 

movements of the paw can be detected. The acquisition camera acquired the NIR-135 

FTIR signal in high-speed (up to 1,000 frames/s) with a pixel size of 110 m. A second 136 

camera was used to record the entire arena and capture behaviors involving the whole 137 

body before and after stimulation. Offline quantification was carried out using custom 138 

analysis code combined with markerless tracking tools (Mathis et al., 2018). 139 

 140 

Mapping high-speed local responses to nociceptive input  141 

To validate the strategy, we first crossed Trpv1-IRES-Cre (TRPV1Cre) and R26-CAG-142 

LSL-ChR2-tdTomato mice, to obtain a line (TRPV1Cre::ChR2) in which ChR2 is 143 

selectively expressed in a broad-class of nociceptors innervating glabrous skin 144 

(Browne et al., 2017). These mice were allowed to freely explore individual chambers 145 

placed on the stimulation plane. When mice were idle (still and awake), a time-locked 146 

laser pulse was targeted to the hind paw. Stimuli could be controlled remotely from 147 

outside the behavior room. We recorded paw withdrawal dynamics with millisecond 148 

resolution. For example, a single, small 1 ms laser pulse initiated a behavioral 149 

response at 29 ms, progressing to complete removal of the hind paw from the glass 150 

floor just 5 ms later (Figure 2A, Figure 2 - video 1). The stimulus used for this protocol 151 

was S6, 0.577 mm2 in area, which corresponds to less than 1% of the glabrous paw 152 

area and highlights the sensitivity of the nociceptive system. Motion energy, individual 153 

pixel latencies, and response dynamics could be extracted from these high-speed 154 

recordings (Figure 2B and C).  155 

 156 
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    We probed multiple sites across the plantar surface and digits and found that the 157 

hind paw heel gave the most robust responses (Figure 2 – figure supplement 1). This 158 

region was targeted in all subsequent experiments. Littermates that did not express 159 

the Cre recombinase allele confirmed that the laser stimulation did not produce non-160 

specific responses. These mice did not show any behavioral responses, even with the 161 

largest stimuli (spot size S8, 30 ms pulse, Figure 2 – figure supplement 2). We next 162 

provide some examples of the utility of the strategy by examining the relationship 163 

between nociceptive input and protective behaviors. 164 

 165 

Probabilistic nociceptor recruitment determines the nature, timing and extent of 166 

behavior. Fast protective withdrawal behaviors can be triggered by the first action 167 

potential arriving at the spinal cord from cutaneous nociceptors. A brief optogenetic 168 

stimulus generates just a single action potential in each nociceptor activated (Browne 169 

et al., 2017). This is due to the rapid closing rate of ChR2 relative to the longer minimal 170 

interspike interval of nociceptors. The same transient optogenetic stimulus (Browne et 171 

al., 2017), or a pinprick stimulus (Arcourt et al., 2017), initiates behavior before a 172 

second action potential would have time to arrive at the spinal cord. That the first action 173 

potential can drive protective behaviors places constraints on how stimulus intensity 174 

can be encoded, suggesting that the total population of nociceptors firing a single 175 

action potential can provide information as a ‘Boolean array’. The consequences of 176 

this have not been investigated previously as precise control of specific nociceptive 177 

input had not been possible. We predicted that the relative number of nociceptors firing 178 

a single action potential determines features of the behavioral response.  179 

 180 

    Varying the pulse duration with nanosecond precision influences the probability of 181 

each nociceptor generating a single action potential within the stimulation site. A pulse 182 

as short as 300 s elicited behavioral responses but with relatively low probability 183 

(Figure 2D). This probability increased with pulse duration until it approached unity, 184 

closely matching the on-kinetics of the ChR2 used ( =1.9 ms (Lin, 2011)). We next 185 

controlled the spatial, rather than temporal, properties of the stimulation in two further 186 

experiments. Firstly, we find that the total area of stimulated skin determines the 187 

behavioral response probability, such that the larger the nociceptive input the larger 188 

the response probability (Figure 2E). Secondly, we generated different stimulation 189 
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patterns. We find that sub-threshold stimulations are additive (Figure 2F). Specifically, 190 

seven spatially displaced small sub-threshold stimulations could reproduce the 191 

response probability of a single large stimulation that was approximately seven times 192 

their size. This could not be achieved by repeated application of the small stimulations 193 

to the same site (Figure 2F).  194 

 195 

    Time-locking the stimulus enabled us to examine the hind paw responses with high 196 

temporal resolution. The nociceptive input size influenced the behavioral response 197 

latency: for example, a 3 ms pulse resulted in response latencies of 27 ± 1 ms, 30 ± 2 198 

ms, 33 ± 5 ms and 112 ± 46 ms for spot sizes S8, S7, S6 and S5, respectively (Figure 199 

3A and B). The shorter latencies are consistent with medium-conduction velocity A-200 

fibres that arrive at the spinal cord before slower C-fibre action potentials (>35 ms) 201 

(Browne et al., 2017). The rank order of response latencies follows the nociceptive 202 

input size for both pulse durations, and they fit well with log-log regressions (3 ms 203 

pulse R2 = 0.87, 1 ms pulse R2 = 0.90). Once a hind limb motor response was initiated 204 

it developed rapidly, lifting from the glass with rise times that show the vigor of the 205 

motor response was also dependent on nociceptive input size (Figure 3C). These 206 

responses, in >65% of cases, proceeded to full withdrawal. However, in a fraction of 207 

trials the paw moved but did not withdraw (Figure 3D), highlighting the sensitivity of 208 

the acquisition system. Even the smallest of nociceptive inputs still produced a large 209 

fraction of full withdrawal responses, despite decreases in response probability (Figure 210 

3E). The fraction of full withdrawal responses increased with the size of nociceptive 211 

input. The onset latency of both full and partial responses decreased as nociceptive 212 

input increased (Figure 3F).  213 

 214 

Whole-body behavioral responses to remote and precise nociceptive input 215 

Pain-related responses are not limited to the affected limb but involve simultaneous 216 

movement of other parts of the body (Blivis et al., 2017; Browne et al., 2017). These 217 

non-local behaviors theoretically serve several protective purposes: to investigate and 218 

identify the potential source of danger, move the entire body away from this danger, 219 

attend to the affected area of the body (Huang et al., 2019) and to maintain balance 220 

(Sherrington, 1910). Whole-body movements were quantified as motion energy 221 

(Figure 4 – figure supplement 1A) and high-speed recordings show this initiated with 222 
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a mean response latency of 30 ± 1 ms, with the first movement bout displaying a mean 223 

duration of 136 ± 14 ms (80 trials from 10 mice) (Figure 4 – figure supplement 2). The 224 

magnitude of whole-body movement increased with the stimulation spot size (Figure 225 

4 – figure supplement 1B). Peak motion energy had a lognormal relationship with 226 

nociceptive input size (R2 = 0.99). This indicates global behaviors are also proportional 227 

to the relative size of the nociceptive input; the recruited nociceptors firing a single 228 

action potential (Figure 4 – figure supplement 1B). 229 

 230 

Sparse nociceptor stimulation triggers coordinated postural adjustments 231 

Most behaviors arise from the complex coordination of discrete body parts, which can 232 

be tracked individually. To dissect specific components of these behaviors, we 233 

implemented DeepLabCut (Mathis et al., 2018) by training a network using frames 234 

from the high-speed (400 frames/s) videos to track 18 user-defined body parts across 235 

the mouse (for details refer to Materials and methods, Global behaviors during 236 

optogenetic stimulation). The high-speed video recordings of stimulation trials were 237 

analysed using this network. Specific nociceptive input at the hind paw (S8, 2.307 mm2, 238 

10 ms pulse) causes behavior that initiates simultaneously across the body. Inspection 239 

of the movements of each body part relative to the baseline pose (Figure 4A), shows 240 

fast outward movement of the stimulated and contralateral hind paws, and 241 

concomitant initiation of head orientation (two example responses in Figure 4B). 242 

Based on these observations, we examined the behavioral trajectories in the first 115 243 

ms across the population of 80 trials. The first three principal components were fit 244 

using six body part x and y values at 115 ms after the stimulus onset. These principal 245 

components (PCs) explain 88.8% of the variance (50.4%, 26.5% and 11.9% for PC1, 246 

PC2 and PC3, respectively). PC1 is dominated by hind paw translation, PC2 by head 247 

and body movement, and PC3 by head orientation (Figure 4C). Projecting the entire 248 

time course onto these same principal components can explain 78.1% of the variance 249 

(37.1%, 24.3% and 16.7% for PC1, PC2 and PC3, respectively). The response 250 

trajectories revealed that movements occur largely in same direction within principal 251 

component space with a circular standard deviation of 52.9° (Figure 4D and E). 252 

Shuffling body parts on each trial gave non-directional trajectories with a circular 253 

standard deviation of 126.8° (Figure 4 – figure supplement 3). Behavioral trajectories 254 

also show that the response magnitude in principal component space can be partly 255 
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explained by initial PC1 and PC2 values (Figure 4F and G). This suggests that the 256 

initial pose influences these fast behavioral responses.  257 

    Examining specific features of these behaviors over a slightly longer period (300 258 

ms) provides further insights. Displacement of each body part relative to their baseline 259 

position reveals the response timing, extent, and coordination (Figure 4H). The 260 

stimulated paw started moving at 29 ± 1 ms, the contralateral hind paw at 34 ± 4 ms, 261 

and the nose at 33 ± 2 ms (80 trials from 10 mice). With this intense stimulus, only in 262 

6% of trials did the hind paws or single body parts move alone, although the magnitude 263 

of the head movement varied between trials. The distance traveled by the nose 264 

positively correlates with the distance for the stimulated paw (Pearson’s r = 0.64, n = 265 

80 trials from 10 mice). Examining the relative distance between the nose and 266 

stimulated hind paw shows a reliably short latency (Figure 4I), indicating that these 267 

responses are driven by A-nociceptor input rather than more slowly conducting C-268 

fibres. A diversity of responses was observed: the head and stimulated paw move 269 

closer together in some trials and in others moved further apart (Figure 4I and J). This 270 

could result from the head moving towards or away from the stimulated paw but also 271 

the stimulated paw moving backwards as the body rotates. Indeed, consistent with 272 

initial observations (Figure 4A and B) and principal component analysis (Figure 4C-273 

G), we find that the head selectively and rapidly orients to the stimulated side (Figure 274 

4K). The presence of head orientation suggests that a brief nociceptive input can 275 

rapidly generate a coordinated spatially organized behavioral response. This is likely 276 

integral to protective pain-related behaviors and might function to gather sensory 277 

information about the stimulus or its consequences, and potentially provides coping 278 

strategies. Protective behaviors can be statistically categorized (Abdus-Saboor et al., 279 

2019) and computational discrimination of high-speed hind paw responses used as a 280 

score of pain (Jones et al., 2020). We have shown that the analysis can easily be 281 

customized to incorporate computational tools that facilitate quantification and reveal 282 

insights into complex behavioral responses.  283 

 284 

Behavioral responses to precise LTMR input  285 

The vesicular glutamate transporter-1 (Vglut1) is a known marker of A-LTMRs 286 

 (Alvarez, 2007). To demonstrate the utility of the system in the broader context of 287 

somatosensation, we crossed Slc17a7-IRES2-Cre-D (Vglut1Cre) mice with R26-CAG-288 
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LSL-ChR2-tdTomato mice to generate a line (Vglut1Cre::ChR2) that express ChR2 in 289 

LTMRs (Harris et al., 2014). A recent detailed anatomical and physiological 290 

characterisation of Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice further confirmed that in DRG neurons, ChR2 291 

is restricted to broad class of myelinated A-LTMRs (Chamessian et al., 2019).  Here, 292 

we find that a single 3 ms stimulus (S7 = 1.155 mm2) precisely delivered to the hind 293 

paw of these mice rarely elicited hind paw responses (mean paw withdrawal 294 

probability = 0.10 ± 0.03 SEM, 99 trials from n = 11 mice), with the earliest response 295 

occurring at 206 ms after stimulation (Figure 5A and B), which is an order of magnitude 296 

slower than we observed in TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice (fastest response: 19 ms). Trains 297 

of five pulses, however, frequently elicited responses; showing mean paw withdrawal 298 

probabilities of 0.31 ± 0.09 (SEM, 108 trials from n = 12 mice) for 5 Hz, and 0.40 ± 299 

0.10 (SEM, 117 trials from n = 12 mice) for 10 Hz trains (Figure 5C). Increasing 300 

stimulation frequency to 20 Hz did not result in higher withdrawal probabilities, which 301 

may reflect ChR2 desensitization, rather than a physiological process (Lin, 2011). 302 

While the responses at first seem to be frequency-dependent (Figure 5D left), 303 

inspection of recordings indicated that these occurred after the second or third pulse 304 

in most trials, regardless of stimulation frequency (Figure 5A). We find that the 305 

response distributions superimpose when withdrawal latencies are normalised to the 306 

interstimulus interval (pulse-matched latencies in Figure 5D right). This observation 307 

suggests that response probability is likely driven by pulse summation, rather than by 308 

stimulation frequency. Indeed, we find that the probabilities and latencies can be 309 

explained by the probability sum rule, using the values for a single pulse to predict the 310 

values for five pulses (Figure 5C and D).  311 

 312 

    The magnitude of whole-body motion was not altered by increasing frequencies 313 

(Figure 5 – figure supplement 1). In contrast to the TRPV1Cre::ChR2 line, whole body 314 

behaviors in response to optogenetic stimulation of Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice were subtle: 315 

visual inspection of high-speed whole-body behavior videos revealed that responses 316 

were mostly limited to small hind paw lifts or shifts towards the center of the body in 317 

cases where the stimulated paw was initially further away from the body. In most 318 

instances, these movements did not disturb balance or alter the animal’s posture. 319 

Interestingly, we observed that whisking and, to a lesser extent, circular movements 320 

of the upheld forepaws would precede hind paw responses and initiate as early as the 321 
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first pulse, even in trials that would not precede to withdrawal. We speculate mice may 322 

perceive the stimulation early on, but only act on this after a delay. 323 

 324 

Discussion  325 

We describe a strategy for remote, precise, dynamic somatosensory input and 326 

behavioral mapping in awake unrestrained mice. The approach can remotely deliver 327 

spatiotemporally accurate optogenetic stimuli to the skin with pre-defined size, 328 

geometry, duration, timing and location, while simultaneously monitoring behavior in 329 

the millisecond timescale. Microscale optogenetic stimulation can be used to simulate 330 

patterns, edges and moving points on the skin. Responses to these precisely defined 331 

points and patterns can be mapped using machine vision approaches. The design is 332 

modular, for example additional lasers for multicolor optogenetic control or naturalistic 333 

infrared stimuli can be added and complementary machine vision analysis approaches 334 

readily implemented. As an example, we combine this with DeepLabCut (Mathis et al., 335 

2018), for markerless tracking of individual body parts to further dissect specific 336 

components of whole-body responses.  337 

 338 

     We validated the system in two transgenic mouse lines, providing optical control of 339 

broad-class A and C-nociceptors, and Aß-LTMRs. Advances in transcriptional 340 

profiling have identified a vast array of genetically-defined primary afferent neuron 341 

populations involved in specific aspects of temperature, mechanical and itch sensation 342 

(Usoskin et al., 2015). Selective activation of these populations is expected to recruit 343 

a specific combination of downstream cells and circuits depending on their function. 344 

For example, nociceptive input generates immediate sensorimotor responses and also 345 

pain that acts as a teaching signal. This strategy can be thus combined with techniques 346 

to modify genes, manipulate cells and neural circuits, and record neural activity in 347 

freely behaving mice to probe these mechanisms (Boyden et al., 2005; Kim et al., 348 

2017). We provide approaches to map behavioral responses to defined afferent inputs 349 

across the spectrum of somatosensory modalities (Browne et al., 2017; Huang et al., 350 

2019).  351 

 352 

    We find that the probabilistic recruitment of nociceptors determines the behavioral 353 

response probability, latency and magnitude. We propose that the aggregate number 354 
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of first action potentials arriving from nociceptors to the spinal cord can be utilised to 355 

optimise the timing and extent of rapid protective responses. These first action 356 

potentials could be summated by spinal neurons so that appropriate behaviors are 357 

selected based on thresholds. Resultant fast behaviors are diverse but include 358 

coordinated head orientation and body repositioning that depends on the initial pose. 359 

In contrast, responses to optogenetic activation of Aß-LTMRs occurred with slower 360 

onset, lower probability, and resulted in more subtle whole-body movements. Using a 361 

fixed number of pulses, we find that responses from multiple Aß-LTMR inputs can be 362 

explained by the sum rule of probabilities rather than frequency-dependence 363 

(Chamessian et al., 2019). This does not, however, rule out the tuning of responses 364 

to more spatially or temporally complex stimuli. We used broad-class Cre driver lines 365 

to selectively stimulate either nociceptors or Aß-LTMRs and it is possible that their 366 

respective subpopulations exploit a diversity of coding strategies. This optical 367 

approach can reveal how such subpopulation and their specific downstream circuits 368 

guide behavior. 369 

  370 

    In summary, we have developed a strategy to precisely control afferents in the skin 371 

without touching or approaching them, by projecting light to optogenetically generate 372 

somatosensory input in patterns, lines or points. This is carried out non-invasively in 373 

awake freely behaving mice in a way that is remote yet precise. Remote control of 374 

temporally and spatially precise input addresses the many limitations of manually 375 

applied contact stimuli. The timing, extent, directionality, and coordination of resultant 376 

millisecond-timescale behavioral responses can be investigated computationally with 377 

specific sensory inputs. This provides a way to map behavioral responses, circuits and 378 

cells recruited by defined afferent inputs and to dissect the neural basis of processes 379 

associated with pain and touch. This strategy thus enables the investigation of 380 

sensorimotor, perceptual, cognitive and motivational processes that guide and shape 381 

behavior in health and disease. 382 

 383 

Materials and methods 384 

 385 

Key resources table 386 

 387 
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Reagent 
type 
(species) 
or 
resource 

Designation 
Source or 
reference 

Identifiers 
Additional 
information 

genetic 
reagent 
(Mus 
musculus) 

R26-CAG-LSL-
hChR2(H134R)-
tdTomato 
(Ai27D) 

Jackson 
Laboratory 

Stock #: 012567 
RRID: 
IMSR_JAX:0125
67 

PMID: 
22446880  

genetic 
reagent 
(M. 
musculus) 

Trpv1-IRES-Cre 
(TRPV1Cre) 

Jackson 
Laboratory 

Stock #: 017769 
RRID: 
IMSR_JAX:0177
69 

PMID: 
21752988 

genetic 
reagent 
(M. 
musculus) 

Slc17a7-IRES2-
Cre-D  
(Vglut1Cre) 

Jackson 
Laboratory 

Stock #: 023527 
RRID: 
IMSR_JAX:0235
27 

PMID: 
25071457 

software, 
algorithm 

Rstudio 

 
RStudio 
http:// 
www.rstudio.com/  

  
RRID:SCR_000432  

Version 
1.2.5019 

software, 
algorithm 

Python 
Python 
http:// 
www.python.org / 

 
RRID:SCR_008394  

 Version         
 3.6.8 

software, 
algorithm 

Fiji  
Fiji 
http://fiji.sc 

RRID:SCR_002285 
 

 Version   
 2.0.0 

software, 
algorithm 

Prism 7 
GraphPad Prism 
http://www.graphp
ad.com/ 

RRID:SCR_002798 
 

 Version 7 

software, 
algorithm 

Seaborn 
Seaborn 
http://www.seabor
n.pydata.org 

RRID:SCR_018132 
 

 

software, 
algorithm 

Adobe Illustrator 

 
Adobe  
http://www.adobe.
com 

RRID:SCR_010279 
 

Version 24.0 

 388 

 389 

Optical system design, components and assembly 390 

Optical elements, optomechanical components, mirror galvanometers, the diode laser, 391 

LEDs, controllers, machine vision cameras, and structural parts for the optical platform 392 

are listed in the table in Supplementary File 1. These components were assembled on 393 

an aluminum breadboard as shown in the Solidworks rendering in Figure 1C. The laser 394 

was aligned to the center of all lenses and exiting the midpoint of the mirror 395 

galvanometer housing aperture when the mirrors were set to the center of their 396 
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working range. A series of lenses (L1-L3) expanded the beam before focusing it on to 397 

the glass stimulation plane, on which mice are placed during experiments. The glass 398 

stimulation platform was constructed of 5 mm thick borosilicate glass framed by 399 

aluminum extrusions. Near-infrared frustrated total internal reflection (NIR-FTIR) was 400 

achieved by embedding an infrared LED ribbon inside the aluminum frame adjacent 401 

to the glass edges (Roberson, D. P. et al., manuscript submitted).   The non-rotating 402 

L1 lens housing was calibrated to obtain eight defined laser spot sizes, ranging from 403 

0.0185 mm2 to 2.307 mm2, by translating this lens along the beam path at set points 404 

to defocus the laser spot at the 200 mm x 200 mm stimulation plane. The beam size 405 

can be altered manually using this rotating lens tube per design, but this is modular 406 

and could be altered by the user. To ensure a relatively flat field in the stimulation 407 

plane, the galvanometer housing aperture was placed at a distance of 400 mm from 408 

its center. In this configuration, the corners of the stimulation plane were at a distance 409 

of 424 mm from the galvanometer housing aperture and variability of the focal length 410 

was below 1.5%. 411 

 412 

    Optical power density was kept constant by altering the laser power according to 413 

the laser spot area. Neutral density (ND) filters were used so that the power at the 414 

laser aperture was above a minimum working value (≥8 mW) and to minimize potential 415 

changes in the beam profile at the stimulation plane. The laser and mirror 416 

galvanometers were controlled through a multifunction DAQ (National Instruments, 417 

USB-6211) using custom software written in LabVIEW. The software displays the NIR-418 

FTIR camera feed, whose path through the mirror galvanometers is shared with the 419 

laser beam, so that they are always in alignment with one another. Computationally 420 

adjusting mirror galvanometer angles causes identical shifts in both the descanned 421 

NIR-FTIR image field of view and intended laser stimulation site, so that the laser can 422 

be targeted to user-identified locations. Shaped stimulation patterns were achieved by 423 

programmatically scaling the mirror galvanometer angles to the glass stimulation plane 424 

using a calibration grid array (Thorlabs, R1L3S3P). The timings of laser pulse trains 425 

were synchronized with the mirror galvanometers to computationally implement 426 

predefined shapes and lines using small angle steps that could be as short as 300 µs. 427 

The custom software also synchronized image acquisition from the two cameras, so 428 

that time-locked high-speed local paw responses were recorded (camera 1: 160 pixels 429 

x 160 pixels, 250-1,000 frames/s depending on the experiment). Time-locked global 430 
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whole-body responses were recorded above video-frame rate (camera 2: 664 pixels x 431 

660 pixels, 40 frames/s) or at high-speed (camera 2: 560 pixels x 540 pixels, 400 432 

frames/s) across the entire stimulation platform. 433 

 434 

Technical calibration and characterization of the optical system 435 

To calibrate the L1 lens housing and ensure consistency of laser spot sizes across the 436 

glass stimulation platform we designed a 13.90 ± 0.05 mm thick aluminium alignment 437 

mask. This flat aluminium mask was used to replace the glass stimulation platform 438 

and was combined with custom acrylic plates that align the aperture of a rotating 439 

scanning-slit optical beam profiler (Thorlabs, BP209-VIS/M) to nine defined 440 

coordinates at different locations covering the stimulation plane. The laser power was 441 

set to a value that approximates powers used in behavioral experiments (40 mW). The 442 

laser power was then attenuated with an ND filter to match the operating range of the 443 

beam profiler. Using Thorlabs Beam Software, Gaussian fits were used to determine 444 

x-axis and y-axis 1/e2 diameters and ellipticities for each laser spot size over three 445 

replicates at all nine coordinates. The averages of replicates were used to calculate 446 

the area of the eight different laser spot sizes that were measured in each of the nine 447 

coordinates (Figure 1 – figure supplement 1A) and then fitted with a two-dimensional 448 

polynomial equation in MATLAB to create heatmaps (Figure 1 – figure supplement 1 449 

B). 450 

 451 

    The average values over the nine coordinates were defined for each laser spot size: 452 

S1 = 0.0185 mm2, S2 = 0.0416 mm2, S3 = 0.0898 mm2, S4 = 0.176 mm2, S5 = 0.308 453 

mm2, S6 = 0.577 mm2, S7 = 1.155 mm2, S8 = 2.307 mm2. These measurements were 454 

repeated six months after extensive use of the optical system to ensure stability over 455 

time (Figure 1 – figure supplement 1A). In addition, the uniformity of laser power was 456 

assessed by measuring optical power at five positions of the experimental platform 457 

with a power meter (Thorlabs, PM100D) (Figure 1 – figure supplement 1C). 458 

 459 

Experimental animals 460 

Experiments were performed using mice on a C57BL/6j background. Targeted 461 

expression of ChR2-tdTomato in broad-class cutaneous nociceptors was achieved by 462 

breeding mice homozygous for Cre-dependent ChR2(H134R)-tdTomato at the 463 

Rosa26 locus (RRID: IMSR_JAX:012567, R26-CAG-LSL-hChR2(H134R)-tdTomato , 464 
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Ai27D) (Madisen et al., 2012) with mice that have Cre recombinase inserted 465 

downstream of the Trpv1 gene in one allele (RRID:IMSR_JAX:017769, Trpv1-IRES-466 

Cre, TRPV1Cre) (Cavanaugh et al., 2011). Aß-LTMRs were selectively stimulated by 467 

breeding homozygous Ai27D mice with mice in which Cre recombinase is targeted to 468 

cells expressing the vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (RRID: IMSR_JAX: 023527, 469 

Slc17a7-IRES2-Cre-D, Vglut1Cre) (Harris et al., 2014). Resultant mice were 470 

heterozygous for both transgenes and were housed with control littermates that do not 471 

encode Cre recombinase but do encode Cre-dependent ChR2-tdTomato.  Adult (2–4 472 

months old) male and female mice were used in experiments. Mice were given ad 473 

libitum access to food and water and were housed in 21°C ± 2°C, 55 % relative 474 

humidity and a 12 hr light:12 hr dark cycle. Experiments were carried out on at least 475 

two separate cohorts of mice, each cohort contained 4 to 6 mice. Experiments were 476 

spaced by at least one day in the case where the same cohort of mice was used in 477 

different experiments. All animal procedures were approved by University College 478 

London ethical review committees and conformed to UK Home Office regulations. 479 

 480 

Optogenetic stimulation and resultant behaviors 481 

Prior to the first experimental day, mice underwent two habituation sessions during 482 

which each mouse was individually placed in a plexiglass chamber (100 mm x 100 483 

mm, 130 mm tall) on a mesh wire floor for one hour, then on a glass platform for 484 

another hour. On the experimental day, mice were again placed on the mesh floor for 485 

one hour, then up to six mice were transferred to six enclosures (95 mm x 60 mm, 75 486 

mm tall) positioned on the 200 mm x 200 mm glass stimulation platform. Mice were 487 

allowed to settle down and care was taken to stimulate mice that were calm, still and 488 

awake in an “idle” state. The laser was remotely targeted to the hind paw glabrous 489 

skin using the descanned NIR-FTIR image feed. The laser spot size was manually set 490 

using the calibrated L1 housing, while laser power and neutral density filters were used 491 

to achieve a power density of 40 mW/mm2 regardless of spot size. The software was 492 

then employed to trigger a laser pulse of defined duration (between 100 s and 30 ms) 493 

and simultaneously acquire high-speed (1000, 500 or 250 frames/s depending on 494 

experiment) NIR-FTIR recordings of the stimulated paw, as well as a global view of 495 

the mice with a second camera (400 frames/s or 40 frames/s) (Figure 1C). Recordings 496 

of stimulations of TRPV1Cre::ChR2  mice were 1,500 ms in duration, with the laser 497 
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pulse initiated at 500 ms. For each stimulation protocol, six pulses, three on each hind 498 

paw, spaced by at least one minute were delivered to eight mice, split into two cohorts. 499 

For experiments involving Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice, we used a single stimulation spot 500 

size (S7 = 1.155 mm2) and duration (3 ms). In addition to the single pulse stimulation, 501 

these mice received a train of five pulses applied at 5, 10 or 20 Hz. The recording time 502 

for each trial was extended to 2,000 ms to accommodate for the longer stimulation 503 

period. For each protocol, Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice were stimulated in ten trials, split 504 

equally between the two hind paws. Data was collected from 12 Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice 505 

and eight littermate controls lacking Cre recombinase split into five cohorts. In all 506 

experiments, the behavioral withdrawal of the stimulated hind paw was also manually 507 

recorded by the experimenter.  508 

 509 

Patterned stimulation protocols 510 

TRPV1Cre::ChR2  mice were stimulated on the heel of the hind paw with each of the 511 

following protocols: (1) a single 1 ms pulse with spot size S7 (1.155 mm2); (2) a single 512 

1 ms pulse with spot size S4 (0.176 mm2); (3) seven 1 ms pulses with spot size S4, 513 

superimposed on the same stimulation site and spaced by 500 s intervals; (4) seven 514 

1 ms pulses with spot size S4, spaced by 500 s intervals and spatially displacing 515 

stimuli with 0.3791 mm jumps such as to draw a small hexagon; (5) seven 1 ms pulses 516 

with spot size S4, spaced by 500 s intervals and spatially displacing stimuli with 517 

0.5687 mm jumps such as to draw a hexagon expanded by 50% compared to the 518 

previous shape; (6) seven 1 ms pulses with spot size S4, spaced by 500 s intervals 519 

and spatially displacing stimuli with 0.3791 mm jumps such as to draw a straight line. 520 

The power density of the stimulations was kept constant at 40 mW/mm2 as before. 521 

Seven mice, split into two cohorts, received ten stimulations per protocol (five on each 522 

hind paw) after a baseline epoch of 500 ms. An additional cohort of four littermates 523 

lacking Cre recombinase were stimulated in the same way and served as negative 524 

controls. Finally, three TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice were stimulated (spot size S8, 10 ms 525 

pulse duration) with a single pulse adjacent to the hind paw, five times on each side, 526 

in order to control for potential off-target effects. The NIR-FTIR signal was recorded at 527 

500 frames/s.  528 

 529 

Whole body behaviors during optogenetic stimulation 530 
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To obtain recordings optimized for markerless tracking with DeepLabCut, a single 531 

acrylic chamber (100 mm x 100 mm, 150 mm tall) was centered on the glass 532 

stimulation platform of the system. Rapid movements were recorded at 400 frames/s 533 

using a below-view camera (FLIR, BFS-U3-04S2M-CS). Two white and two infrared 534 

LED panels illuminated the sides of the behavioral chamber in order to optimize 535 

lighting for these short exposure times and achieve high contrast images. NIR-FTIR 536 

was not used in this configuration. TRPV1Cre::ChR2  mice received between 10 and 537 

20 single-shot laser pulse stimulations of 10 ms each, at least 1 minute apart and 538 

equally split between right and left hind paw and using spot size S8 (2.31 mm2). The 539 

first 10 trials that exceeded quality control were used (see below, Markerless tracking 540 

of millisecond-timescale global behaviors, Data processing). Each trial consisted of a 541 

500 ms baseline and 4,000 ms after-stimulus recording epoch.  542 

 543 

Automated analysis of optogenetically evoked local withdrawal events 544 

High-speed NIR-FTIR recordings were saved as uncompressed AVI files. A python 545 

script was implemented in Fiji to verify the integrity of the high-speed NIR-FTIR 546 

recordings and extract average 8-bit intensity values from all frames within a circular 547 

region of interest on the stimulation site (60 pixels diameter). This output was then fed 548 

into Rstudio to calculate the average intensity and associated standard deviation of 549 

the baseline recording (first 500 ms). A hind paw response was defined as a drop of 550 

intensity equal to or below the mean of the baseline minus five times its standard 551 

deviation. Paw response latency was defined as time between the start of the pulse 552 

and the time at which a hind paw response was first detected. For purposes of quality 553 

control, only recordings with a baseline NIR-FTIR intensity mean ≥3 and a standard 554 

deviation/mean of the baseline ratio ≥23 were retained for analysis. Another criterion 555 

was that response latencies are not 10 ms or shorter since this would be too short to 556 

be generated by the stimulus itself. Only one trial out of 2369 trials did not meet this 557 

criterion (spot size S6, 1ms pulse, 8 ms response latency). In addition to this two-step 558 

work-flow using Fiji/Python to process AVI files and then Rstudio to analyze the 559 

resulting output, alternative code was written in Python 3, which combines both steps 560 

and also computes individual pixel latencies and motion energy using NumPy and 561 

Pandas packages. A median filter (radius = 2 pixels) was applied to the NIR-FTIR 562 

recordings used to create the representative time-series in Figure 2A and Figure 2 – 563 

video 1. For raster plots of hind paw response dynamics in Figure 4A, NIR-FTIR 564 
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intensity values were normalized to the average baseline value. For the patterned 565 

stimulation experiments in Figure 2F and Vglut1Cre::ChR2  experiments in Figure 5A-566 

D, trials were analyzed as stated to compute local response probabilities, but an 567 

additional rule was introduced to further minimize the risk of false positives. A 568 

response required the signal to fall by 20% and exceed a threshold of four times the 569 

standard deviation of baseline. Compared to the performance of an experimenter 570 

manually processing the videos with Fiji, the automated analysis pipeline was 571 

substantially faster for similar accuracy. For example, it took an experimenter two 572 

working days to analyse 127 videos, whereas the Fiji/Python pipeline generated the 573 

identical output within 90 seconds. 574 

 575 

Automated analysis of whole-body protective behavior 576 

Videos of the entire stimulation platform were cropped into individual mouse chambers 577 

(200 x 315 pixels) and then analyzed using Rstudio to quantify the amount of whole-578 

body movements, including those stemming from the response of the stimulated limb, 579 

herein referred to as global behavior (GB). GB was approximated as the binarized 580 

motion energy: the summed number of pixels changing by more than five 8-bit values 581 

between two subsequent frames (Pixel Change). Briefly, for each pixeln (n = 63,000 582 

pixels/frame), the 8-bit value at a given frame (Fn) was subtracted from the 583 

corresponding pixeln at the previous frame (Fn-1). If the resulting absolute value was 584 

≤5, 0 would be assigned to the pixel. If the absolute resulting value was >5, 1 would 585 

be assigned to the pixel. The threshold was chosen to discard background noise from 586 

the recording. The pixel binary values were then summed for each frame pair to obtain 587 

binarized motion energy.  Normalized binarized motion energy was calculated by 588 

subtracting each post-stimulus frame binarized motion energy from the average 589 

baseline binarized motion energy. As an alternative to this analysis strategy, we have 590 

developed code in Python that processes the video files and calculates motion energy. 591 

The peak normalized binarized motion energy was determined and only trials 592 

displaying a peak response ≥5 standard deviations of the baseline mean were retained 593 

for further analysis and plotting. For TRPV1Cre::ChR2  mice, the analysis was restricted 594 

to a time window of 100 ms after stimulus onset (first three frame pairs proceeding the 595 

stimulus frame) to enable time-locking to the stimulus. Between 41 and 47 videos from 596 

8 mice  were analyzed per spot size. For experiments with Vglut1Cre::ChR2  mice, the 597 

peak normalized binary motion energy exceeding 5 standard deviations of the baseline 598 
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mean was determined for the entire 1.5 s recording epoch proceeding stimulus onset. 599 

Between 51 and 80 trials from 11-12 mice were analysed per stimulation frequency. 600 

 601 

Markerless tracking of millisecond-timescale global behaviors 602 

DeepLabCut installation. DeepLabCut (version 2.0.1) was installed on a computer 603 

(Intel®-Core™-i7-7800X 3.5 GHz CPU, NVIDIA GTX GeForce 1080 Ti GPU, quad-604 

core 64 GB RAM, Windows 10, manufactured by PC Specialist Ltd.) with an Anaconda 605 

virtual environment and was coupled to Tensorflow-GPU (v.1.8.0, with CUDA v.9.01 606 

and cUdNN v. 5.4).  607 

 608 

Data compression. All recordings were automatically cropped with python MoviePy 609 

package and compressed with standard compression using the H.264 format, then 610 

saved in mp4 format. This compression method was previously shown to result in 611 

robust improvement of processing rate with minimal compromise on detection error. 612 

 613 

Training the network. DeepLabCut was used with default network and training settings. 614 

Pilot stimulation trials were collected for initial training with 1,030,000 iterations from 615 

253 labeled images from 50 videos. The videos were selected to represent the whole 616 

range of behavioral responses and conditions (25 videos of males and 25 videos of 617 

females from six different recording sessions). Out of the 25 videos, 15 were selected 618 

from the most vigorous responses, five were selected from less vigorous responses 619 

and five from control mice. Ground truth images were selected manually, aiming to 620 

include the most variable images from each video (up to 14 frames per video). 18 body 621 

parts were labeled, namely the nose, approximate center of the mouse, two points on 622 

each sides of the torso and one point at each side of the neck, the fore paws, distal 623 

and proximal points on the hind paw, between the hind limbs, and three points on the 624 

tail. While most of these labels were not used in subsequent analysis, labeling more 625 

body parts on the image enhanced performance. The resulting network output was 626 

visually assessed. Erroneously labeled frames were manually corrected and used to 627 

retrain the network while also adding new recordings. Four sequential retraining 628 

sessions with 1,030,000 iterations each were conducted adding a total of 109 frames 629 

from 38 videos. This resulted in a reduction in the pixel RMSE (root mean square error) 630 

from 4.97 down to 2.66 on the test set, which is comparable to human ground truth 631 

variability quantified elsewhere.  632 
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 633 

Data processing.  Only labels of interest were used for analysis. These were ipsilateral 634 

and contralateral hind paws (distal), the tail base and the nose labels. To minimize 635 

error, points were removed if: 1) they were labeled with less than 0.95 p-cutoff 636 

confidence by DeepLabCut; 2) they jumped at least 10 pixels in one single frame 637 

compared to the previous frame; 3) they had not returned on the subsequent frame; 638 

and 4) they were from the 5 stimulation frames. Code for data processing was written 639 

in Python using the NumPy and Pandas packages.  Additional post-hoc quality control 640 

was performed on the network output to identify and remove poorly labeled trials. To 641 

this end, heat maps of distances between labels were created and inspected for 642 

dropped labels and sudden changes in distance. Trials identified in this manner were 643 

then manually inspected and removed if more than 10% of labels were missing or 644 

more than 10 frames were mislabeled. In total, 4.7% of trials were discarded. Only the 645 

first 8 trials for each of the 10 mice that met this video quality control were used in 646 

analysis. 647 

 648 

Automated detection of the stimulated limb. Disabling NIR-FTIR illumination reduces 649 

the baseline saturation and thus allowed us to automate stimulated paw detection 650 

using pixel saturation from the stimulation laser. To determine which of the left or right 651 

paw had been stimulated in a given trial, the number of saturated pixels within a 60 x 652 

60 pixels window close to the hind paw label were compared 7.5 ms prior and 5 ms 653 

after stimulus onset.  654 

 655 

Detection of movement latency of discrete body parts. Movement latencies of hind 656 

paws and head (nose) were computed based on significant changes from the baseline 657 

position. Baseline positions were calculated as the average x and y values from 10 658 

consecutive frames prior to stimulus onset. A post-stimulus response was considered 659 

to be meaningful if the position of the label changed by at least 0.5 pixels (~0.16 mm) 660 

compared to baseline and continued moving at a rate of at least 0.5 pixel/frame for the 661 

subsequent 10 frames.  662 

 663 

Dimensionality reduction. We carried out dimensionality reduction on x and y values 664 

for six body parts (nose, left hind paw digits, left hind paw heel, right hind paw digits, 665 

right hind paw heel, and tail base) determined at a single time point. These were 666 
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egocentrically aligned using the tail base as the origin, and the stimulated paw always 667 

on the right. Principal component analysis (PCA) was carried out by extracting the first 668 

three principal components using these 12 features at 115 ms after stimulus onset. 669 

The PCA was cross-validated by pseudo-randomly splitting the 80 trials into training 670 

and test datasets (80:20). The training dataset showed 49.5%, 27.4%, and 12.3% 671 

variance was explained by PC1, PC2 and PC3, respectively. The same principal 672 

components explained 53.5%, 23.2%, and 10.1% variance in the test dataset. 673 

Principal component analysis of these 80 trials together (at 115 ms) gave explained 674 

variance values 50.4% (PC1), 26.5% (PC2) and 11.9% (PC3). Projecting the time 675 

courses onto these same principal components resulted in explained variance values 676 

37.1% (PC1), 24.3% (PC2) and 16.7% (PC3). In all cases the shifts seen in PC1-3 677 

was similar to that shown in Figure 4C.  678 

 679 

Motion energy calculations in millisecond-timescale global behaviors 680 

GB was analyzed within a 1 ms time frame following stimulation by computing the 681 

binarized motion energy relative to a baseline reference frame 5 ms prior to stimulation 682 

as described above. Here, the threshold for pixel change was set to seven 8-bit values. 683 

The binarized motion energy (sum of pixel binaries) of a given frame was normalized 684 

to the total number of pixels within that frame after removing those frames that had 685 

been affected by the stimulation laser pulse. The global response latency of movement 686 

initiation was determined as the time when binarized motion energy was greater than 687 

10 times the standard deviation at baseline. Termination of movement was determined 688 

as the time point when binarized motion energy returned below 10 times standard 689 

deviation from baseline following the first movement bout.  690 

 691 

Statistical Analysis  692 

Data was analyzed in Rstudio 1.2.5019, Python 3.6.8, ImageJ/FIJI 2.0.0 and Prism 7 693 

and visualized using Seaborn, Prism 7 and Adobe Illustrator 24.0. In all experiments 694 

repeated measurements were taken from multiple mice. Paw responses to patterned 695 

stimulation were reported as mean probabilities ± standard error of the mean (SEM) 696 

and analyzed using Friedman’s non-parametric test for within-subject repeated 697 

measures followed by Dunn’s signed-rank test for multiple comparisons (Figure 2F). 698 

In this experiment, one of the seven TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice was removed from the data 699 

set because it displayed saturating responses to Protocol 3 preventing comparison of 700 
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values across a dynamic range. Response latencies, response rise times and 701 

response durations were computed using a hierarchical bootstrap procedure 702 

(Saravanan et al., 2020) modified to acquire bootstrap estimates of the median with 703 

balanced resampling. Briefly, mice are sampled with replacement for the number of 704 

times that there are mice. For each mouse within this sample its trials were sampled 705 

with replacement, but the number of selected trials were balanced, ensuring each 706 

mouse contributes equally to the number of trials in the sample. The median was taken 707 

for this resampled population and this entire process was repeated 10,000 times. 708 

Bootstrap estimates from 1000 simulated experiments show that an additional 1.6-709 

3.1% of values fall within 1% of the population median, for 7 mice with between 2 and 710 

6 responses. Values provided are the mean bootstrap estimate of the median  the 711 

standard error of this estimate. The median bias was small due to the resampled 712 

population size from hierarchically nested data and only moderate distribution skew. 713 

Global peak motion energy (Figure 4B) was examined in a similar way, except the 714 

mean of resampled populations was used as it represents a better estimator of the 715 

population mean. In this case, we report the mean bootstrap estimate of the mean  716 

the standard error of this estimate. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were determined 717 

to compare maximum distances moved from baseline for each body part (Figure 4F). 718 

Experimental units and n values are indicated in the figure legends. 719 

 720 

Data and code availability 721 

All components necessary to assemble the optical system are listed in the table in 722 

Supplementary File 1. A Solidworks assembly, the optical system control and 723 

acquisition software and behavioral analysis toolkit are available at 724 

https://github.com/browne-lab/throwinglight. The data that support the findings of this 725 

study are associated with figures as source data. 726 
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Figure Legends 919 

Figure 1.  Remote and precise somatosensory input and analysis of behavior.  920 

(A) Afferent neurons expressing ChR2 are controlled remotely in freely behaving mice 921 

by projecting laser light with sub-millimeter precision to the skin. This enables precise 922 

non-contact stimulation with microscale patterns, lines and points using scanned 923 

transdermal optogenetics. Time-locked triggering of single action potential volleys is 924 

achieved through high temporal control of the laser. Behavioral responses can be 925 

automatically recorded and analyzed using a combination of computational methods. 926 

(B) Schematic of the stimulation laser (in blue) and infrared imaging (in red) paths. 927 

Mirrors (M1 and M2) direct the laser beam through a set of lenses (L1-L3), which allow 928 

the beam to be focused manually to pre-calibrated spot sizes. A dichroic mirror (DM) 929 

guides the laser beam into a pair of galvanometer mirrors, which are remotely 930 

controlled to enable precise targeting of the beam onto the glass platform. Near-931 

infrared frustrated total internal reflection (NIR-FTIR) signal from the glass platform is 932 

descanned through the galvanometers and imaged using a high-speed infrared 933 

camera. A second wide-field camera is used to concomitantly record a below-view of 934 

the entire glass platform. (C) Rendering of the assembled components. A Solidworks 935 

assembly is available at https://github.com/browne-lab/throwinglight. 936 
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 937 

Figure 1 - figure supplement 1. Technical calibration of the optical system. (A) 938 

Average spot areas calculated from triplicate measures taken at nine distinct 939 

coordinates of the experimental glass platform. The stability of spot size area over time 940 

was demonstrated by re-sampling area measurements for S1 and S6 six months after 941 

extensive use of the system (orange). (B) Uniformity of laser spot area across the 942 

surface of the experimental glass platform. Heatmaps of average areas for spot sizes 943 

S1 to S8 as measured in triplicates at nine distinct coordinates covering the entire glass 944 

platform and fitted with a two-dimensional polynomial equation. (C) Uniformity of laser 945 

power across the glass platform was demonstrated by measuring laser power in 946 

triplicates at five distinct locations using spot size S1 and 100 mW laser output. 947 

 948 

Figure 1 - figure supplement 2. Hardware and software information flow used in 949 

the optical system. Schematic illustrating the information flow between the system’s 950 

operating software and the different hardware components. A master computer allows 951 

user input to be transformed into digital signals, which are fed into a multifunction I/O 952 

device to coordinate the triggering of the laser, cameras and analog control of the 953 

galvanometers. The same computer is used to record high-speed paw and full-body 954 

behaviors acquired through two separate cameras. Automated analysis is performed 955 

offline. 956 

 957 

Figure 2.  Scanned optogenetic stimuli reveal relationships with local 958 

behaviours. (A) Millisecond-timescale changes in hind paw NIR-FTIR signal in 959 

response to a single 1 ms laser pulse (laser spot size S6 = 0.577 mm2) recorded at 960 

1,000 frames/s. (B) Motion energy analysis (left) and response latencies calculated 961 

for each pixel (right) for the same trial as in A. (C) Example traces of the NIR-FTIR 962 

signal time course as measured within a circular region of interest centered on the 963 

stimulation site. Six traces from two animals are depicted (1 ms pulse, spot size S6 = 964 

0.577 mm2). The red trace corresponds to the example trial illustrated in A and B. (D) 965 

Paw response probability increases as a function of laser pulse duration when 966 

stimulation size is constant (spot size S6 = 0.577 mm2; 37–42 trials for each pulse 967 

duration from 8 mice, mean probability ± SEM). Light pulses 10 ms or less with the 968 

same intensity and wavelength have been shown to generate just a single action 969 

potential in each nociceptor activated in the TRPV1Cre::ChR2 line (Browne et al., 970 
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2017). Note that a 30 ms might generate more than one action potential but the 971 

response already plateaus at 10 ms duration, suggesting one action potential per 972 

nociceptor shapes the response. (E) Paw response probability increases as a function 973 

of laser stimulation spot size when pulse duration is constant. Data are 34–45 trials 974 

for each spot size per pulse duration from 7-8 mice, shown as mean probability ± SEM. 975 

The dataset for D and E is provided in Figure 2 - source data 1. (F) Stimulation 976 

patterning shows that the absolute size, rather than the geometric shape, of the 977 

nociceptive stimulus determines the withdrawal probability (Friedman’s non-978 

parametric test for within subject repeated measures S(5) = 22.35, p = 0.0004). Paw 979 

response probabilities in response to a single large laser spot (S7 = 1.15 mm2), a single 980 

small spot (S4 = 0.176 mm2; p = 0.018 compared to S7 and p = 0.013 compared to the 981 

line pattern), a 10 ms train of seven small 1 ms spots targeting the same site (p = 982 

0.039, compared to S7 and p = 0.030 compared to the line pattern) or spatially 983 

translated to produce different patterns. Note that the cumulative area of the seven 984 

small spots approximates the area of the large spot, and no statistically significant 985 

difference was detected between any of their response probabilities. Data shown as 986 

mean probability ± SEM are from n = 6 mice, with each 6-10 trials per pattern. The 987 

dataset for F is provided in Figure 2 - source data 2. 988 

 989 

Figure 2 - figure supplement 1. Microscale mapping of sensitivity to noxious 990 

optogenetic stimulation. Paw response probabilities at 11 discrete 0.0185 mm2 991 

stimulation locations across the hind paw glabrous skin using single pulse stimulations 992 

(3 ms) in n = 8 mice. Response probabilities were determined manually. 993 

 994 

Figure 2 - figure supplement 2. Littermate controls do not respond to 995 

optogenetic stimulation. (A) Examples of the NIR-FTIR hind paw signal before, 996 

during and after laser stimulation (arrow). (B) Examples of bottom-view camera 997 

recordings before, during and after laser stimulation. (C) Raster plots of hind paw 998 

dynamics in response to a single 30 ms pulse (spot size S8 = 2.307 mm2) in 999 

TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice (32 trials from 7 mice) and littermate controls (16 trials from 4 1000 

mice). Where applicable, the paw response latency is indicated in red.  1001 

 1002 

Figure 3.  Paw response latency and magnitude are influenced by the sparse 1003 

recruitment of nociceptors. (A) Raster plots of hind paw responses for five different 1004 
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3 ms laser stimulation sizes, sorted by response latency. The paw response latency 1005 

is indicated in red. (B) Paw response latencies to trials with single 3 ms (blue, left) and 1006 

1 ms (green, right) stimulations at different spot sizes, sorted by latency. (C) Response 1007 

vigor (hind paw rise time, 20-80%) to single 3 ms (blue, left) or 1 ms (green, right) 1008 

pulses with a range of stimulation spot sizes. Rise times to a 3 ms pulse were 4 ± 1 1009 

ms, 4 ± 1 ms, 4 ± 1 ms and 9 ± 5 ms for spot sizes S8, S7, S6 and S5, respectively, and 1010 

to a 1 ms pulse were 4 ± 1 ms, 5 ± 2 ms and 6 ± 3 ms for spot sizes S8, S7 and S6, 1011 

respectively. (D) Extent of responses (%NIR-FTIR signal decrease). The threshold for 1012 

a full response and partial response is 75% of baseline signal (red line). (E) The 1013 

probability of responses to reach completion (full response) as a function of the 1014 

probability of response for four stimulation spot sizes and two pulse durations (green 1015 

1 ms; blue 3 ms). (F) Response latency distributions for trials that reach completion 1016 

(full response) shown with Gaussian kernel density estimation of data (left). Rug plot 1017 

inset representing individual response latencies for each color-coded spot size. No 1018 

correlation was observed between response latency and extent for partial responses 1019 

when stimulation duration was 3 ms. Data from 7-8 mice with 39-44 trials per spot size 1020 

for 1 ms pulse duration and 34-44 per spot size for 3 ms pulse duration. The dataset 1021 

is provided in Figure 2 - source data 1. 1022 

 1023 

Figure 4. Mapping whole-body behavioral repertoires to precise nociceptive 1024 

input. (A) Example spatiotemporal structure of a noxious stimulus response 1025 

superimposed on the baseline image taken immediately before stimulus. The color 1026 

indicates the timing of nose and hind paw trajectories. In this example, the left hind 1027 

paw of the mouse was stimulated, which is the right hind paw as viewed in the image. 1028 

For ease, we refer to the stimulation side as viewed in the image, rather than the side 1029 

with respect to the mouse. (B) Example graphical representation showing the 1030 

sequence of postural adjustment following nociceptive stimulus in two trials. Left: the 1031 

left (as viewed) hind paw was stimulated. Right: the right (as viewed) hind paw was 1032 

stimulated. (C) Principal component analysis of the x and y values for six body parts - 1033 

nose, left hind paw digits, left hind paw heel, right hind paw digits, right hind paw heel, 1034 

and tail base – across all 80 trials. Coordinates were egocentrically aligned by the 1035 

baseline pose, setting the tail base as origin and the stimulated paw on the right. This 1036 

allowed the reconstruction of these locations using the first three principal components 1037 

(PCs). Using the mean values of PC1, PC2 and PC3 with the stimulated hind paw 1038 
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indicated in blue (top); the mean values of PC2 and PC3, while varying PC1 either 1039 

side of its mean by one standard deviation (middle-top); the mean values of PC1 and 1040 

PC3, while varying PC2 (middle-bottom); and the mean values of PC1 and PC2, 1041 

varying PC3 (bottom). (D) Behavioral trajectories of the 80 trials in principal component 1042 

space, showing 35 to 115 ms after stimulation. Only the first two principal components 1043 

are shown for clarity. (E) Principal component vectors based on D show that 1044 

trajectories are largely in the same direction. (F) The response magnitude (shown by 1045 

colors that represent shift in PC2), varies as a function the initial pose, reduced to the 1046 

first two principal components.  (G) The initial principal component values correlate 1047 

with the shift in PC2 (left three plots). The initial PC3 value also correlates with the 1048 

shift in PC3 (right). Least squares linear fits are shown in blue and r values are 1049 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients. (H) Raster plots of the distances that each tracked 1050 

body part moves relative to baseline in 80 trials from 10 mice. All raster plots are sorted 1051 

by maximum distances achieved by the stimulated paw within 300 ms of the 1052 

stimulation. (I)  Six representative traces showing the Euclidean distance between the 1053 

stimulated paw and nose. (J) This expansion and shortening of Euclidean distance 1054 

between the stimulated paw and the nose are shown up to 300 ms post-stimulus for 1055 

all 80 trials by plotting the maximum distances as a function of the minimum distance. 1056 

Corresponding rug plots (orange ticks) and a kernel density estimate (grey lines) are 1057 

shown. (K) Traces showing the angle of the nose normalised to mean baseline angle 1058 

between the nose and tail base. The tail base reflects the origin in these calculations. 1059 

80 trials are shown, with stimulation on the left hind paw and right hind paw (top). 1060 

Average traces are shown in blue and red for left and right hind paw stimulations, 1061 

respectively. Polar histograms for mean nose yaw during 300 ms post-stimulus, 1062 

corresponding to the traces directly above (below). The dataset is provided in Figure 1063 

4 - source data 2. 1064 

 1065 

Figure 4 - figure supplement 1. Motion energy analysis of behavior evoked by 1066 

precisely controlled nociceptive input size. (A) Left: Example image from the 1067 

below-view camera, recording whole-body behavior at 40 frames/s, 75 ms after 1068 

stimulus delivery (3 ms pulse, spot size S6 = 0.577 mm2). Right: Motion energy 1069 

calculated 75 ms after the stimulus. (B) Motion energy increases with larger spot sizes 1070 

when pulse duration is kept constant at 3 ms. Violin plots with 41 to 47 trials per spot 1071 
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size from 8 mice. Individual trials are shown, along with the associated median in 1072 

black. The dataset is provided in Figure 4 - source data 1. 1073 

 1074 

Figure 4 - figure supplement 2. Motion energy analysis of high-speed 1075 

recordings. (A) Example motion energy trace acquired from 400 fps videos (top). The 1076 

stimulus time is shown in red. Example image of animal motion detected by subtraction 1077 

of neighboring frames (bottom). Pixels that change intensity are shown in black. (B) 1078 

Raster plots of the motion energy time course from ten TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice from 1079 

two litters (top; 80 trials from 10 mice) and control littermate mice from the same two 1080 

litters (bottom; 40 trials from 5 mice). Trials are sorted according to their maximum 1081 

peak response. The red vertical line represents stimulus. (C) Histogram of latencies 1082 

for stimulus-evoked full-body movements. Latencies were detected at time points 1083 

when motion energy pixel counts exceeded 10 times standard deviation of the mean 1084 

baseline signal. (D) Histogram of the duration of stimulus-evoked full-body 1085 

movements. Termination of movement was detected when motion energy pixel counts 1086 

returned below 10 times standard deviation of baseline signal. 1087 

 1088 

Figure 4 - figure supplement 3. Principal component analysis of shuffled 1089 

behavioral data. Body part labels were shuffled on each trial and dimensionality 1090 

reduction carried out identically as for non-shuffled data in Figure 4. The first principal 1091 

component (PC1) explained 22.2% of variance, the second (PC2) 16.4%, and the third 1092 

(PC3) 13.5%. Left: shuffled data show trajectories that were static compared to non-1093 

shuffled data. Right: trajectories were not uniformly directional.   1094 

 1095 

Figure 5. Scanned transdermal optogenetic activation of A-LTMRs triggers 1096 

slow-onset  responses. (A)  Example traces of the NIR-FTIR signal time course for 1097 

three different stimulation protocols in Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice : single pulse, 5 pulses at 1098 

5 Hz, and 5 pulses at 10 Hz (pulse duration 3 ms, spot size S7 = 1.155 mm2). (B) 1099 

Corresponding raster plots of hind paw responses sorted by latency. The paw 1100 

response latency is indicated in red (99-103 trials/protocol from n = 11-12 mice) and 1101 

the 3 ms laser stimuli shown with blue carets. (C) Paw response probability peaks at 1102 

10 Hz stimulation frequency in Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice (pulse duration 3 ms, spot size 1103 

S7 = 1.155 mm2; 99-103 trials/protocol from n = 11-12 mice, mean probability ± SEM). 1104 
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(D) Left panel: paw response latencies in trials with a single 3 ms stimulation or with 1105 

trains of five 3 ms stimuli at 5 Hz or at 10 Hz. Right panel: paw response latencies 1106 

normalized to the interstimulus interval. The estimated probability in C and D (dashed 1107 

grey lines) was calculated using P(X≥1) = 1–(1–p)n, where p is the probability of a 1108 

response on a single pulse (0.096) and n is the number of pulses (5). The dataset is 1109 

provided in Figure 5 - source data 1. 1110 

 1111 

Figure 5 - figure supplement 1. Motion energy analysis of full-body behavior 1112 

evoked Aß-LTMRs. Motion energy is not affected by stimulation frequency (single 3 1113 

ms pulse or 5 pulses of 3 ms at 5 Hz, 10 Hz or 20 Hz; spot size S7 = 1.155 mm2. 1114 

Violin plots with 51 to 80 trials per protocol from 11-12 mice. Individual trials are 1115 

shown, along with the associated median in black. The dataset is provided in Figure 1116 

5 - source data 2. 1117 

 1118 

Additional supplementary files  1119 

Supplementary File 1. List of components for the assembly of the optical 1120 

system. List of parts used in system. A Solidworks assembly, the optical system 1121 

control and acquisition software and behavioral analysis toolkit are available at 1122 

https://github.com/browne-lab/throwinglight. 1123 

 1124 

Figure 2 - source data 1. Time courses of paw movement recorded at 1000 1125 

frames/s with stimuli that vary in duration and size. Stimuli (40 mW/mm2) were 1126 

delivered at 0 ms. Data are from TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice and littermate controls. 1127 

 1128 

Figure 2 - source data 2. Time courses of paw movement recorded at 500 1129 

frames/s with single point and patterned stimuli. Stimuli (1 ms, 40 mW/mm2) were 1130 

delivered at 0 ms. Data are from TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice and littermate controls. 1131 

 1132 

Figure 2 - video 1. Pain-related hind paw withdrawals. Millisecond-timescale 1133 

changes in hind paw NIR-FTIR signal in response to a single 1 ms laser pulse (laser 1134 

spot size S5 = 0.577 mm2) recorded at 1000 frames/s. Six individual trials from two 1135 

different TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice are shown. 1136 

 1137 

https://github.com/browne-lab/throwinglight
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Figure 4 - video 1. Markerless tracking of behavior in response to nociceptive 1138 

stimulation. Markerless tracking of postural adjustments in a TRPV1Cre::ChR2 1139 

mouse, in response to a 10 ms optogenetic noxious stimulation (laser spot size S8 = 1140 

2.307 mm2). Body parts are labelled with multicolor points and the hind paws and nose 1141 

connected with magenta lines. The time shown is relative to the stimulus onset. 1142 

 1143 

Figure 4 - source data 1. Whole-body motion energy recorded at 40 frames/s 1144 

with different size stimuli. Stimuli (3 ms, 40 mW/mm2) were delivered at 0 ms. Data 1145 

are from TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice. 1146 

 1147 

Figure 4 - source data 2. Time courses for coordinates of 6 tracked body parts 1148 

recorded at 400 frames/s. Stimuli (10 ms, 40 mW/mm2, laser spot size S8 = 2.307 1149 

mm2) were delivered at 0 ms and body parts tracked with DeepLabCut. Data are from 1150 

TRPV1Cre::ChR2 mice. 1151 

 1152 

Figure 5 – source data 1. Time courses of paw movement recorded at 1000 1153 

frames/s with stimuli that vary in frequency. Stimuli (3 ms, laser spot size S7 = 1154 

1.181 mm2, 40 mW/mm2) were delivered at 0 ms. Data are from Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice 1155 

and littermate controls. 1156 

 1157 

Figure 5 – source data 2. Whole-body motion energy recorded at 400 frames/s 1158 

with stimuli that vary in frequency. Stimuli (3 ms, laser spot size S7 = 1.181 mm2, 1159 

40 mW/mm2) were delivered at 0 ms. Data are from Vglut1Cre::ChR2 mice. 1160 
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